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Dome C, Antarctica

Latitude 75°06.06S Longitude 
123°20.74E Altitude 3350m

A permanent station, Concordia, 
jointly operated by the French and 
Italian polar institutes (IPEV, PNRA)

Dome C selected as a « special 
site » for CLMIP5 / IPCC AR5

Continuous 
meteorological 
profiling system on a 
45-m tower since 
2008



Summer 2008:
- 4 m: Strong diurnal cycle
- 45 m Diurnal cycle strongly damped
- Mid-day: Same temperature => convective mixing

(Genthon et al., J. G. R., 2010)



Highly suspicious

- There are highly suspicious unrealistic warm events in 
summer
- They occur when wind is weak



In 1873, the Royal Meteorological Society 
produced a list of conditions that should be 
fulfilled by a thermometer screen:

1 - The thermometers should be protected 
from the rays from the sun at all time

2 – The thermometers must be unaffected by 
the heating of the outside of the screen

3 – Reflected radiation must be excluded

4 – Other external factors (e.g. heat from 
nearby buildings) must be excluded

5 – There must be free access of the air 
around the thermometers

6 – The thermometers must not be wet by 
precipitation

Stevenson screen



Mahajan et al., 2005. Mechanically aspirated radiation shields: A CFD and 
neural network design analysis, Int. J. of Heat and Mass Transfer



Surface-reflected radiation is a major issue over high-albedo surfaces
( Richardson et al., 1999, J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol.)



George and Kaser, 2002; Ventilated and unventilated air-temperature measurements 
for glacier-climate studies on a tropical high mountain site, JGR.

Huwald et al, 2009: Albedo effect on radiative errors in air measurements, Water 
Resour. Res.



2008: Gill-styled multiplate
(Campbell URS)
Natural Ventilation = NV

2009 on: Aspirated (RM Young 43502)
Forced Ventilation = FV



Observed radiation 
bias
(Natural – Forced
Ventilation: NV - FV)



In principle, sonic thermometers (SO) are unaffected by radiation. However, they are
- Much more expensive (than e.g. PT100)
- Tricky, sensitive
- Energy consuming



NV : Natural ventilation ; FV : Forced ventilation (aspirated) ; SO : Sonic



Radiation bias (NV-FV) versus..

Temperature

Wind

Incoming solar

Cos(solar angle)



Our work (Antarctic plateau) Georges and Kaser 2002 (tropical glacier)
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Solar angle issue on a highly reflective surface



     Beware of diffuse (cloudy conditions): Even though absolute radiative flux is less, 
bias potential is still large



Bias correction? CFD modeling (Mahajan et al. 2005),  ray-tracing modeling 
( Richardson et al. 1999)



Tentative empirical straightforward bias correction: Multi-linear 
regression

Bias =

Cw * Wind

+ Cs * Solar

+ Ca * Cos(solar angle)

+ Intercept

- All terms highly significant

- But correction only accounts < 20% total 
bias 

Variance => inefficient

Estimate Std error T-value

Cw (wind) -0.3 0.01 23

CS (incoming solar)
-1.7E(3 2.E-4 8

Ca (solar angle) 1.9 0.2 12

I (Intercpt) 2.7 0.1 28



Virtually all AWS reports of atmospheric temperature, and 
possibly also reports from manned stations, are likely affected



Comparing Dome C AMRC AWS reports with FV measurements



Conclusions:

* Beware of temperature measurement 
biases in Antarctica !
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And there are other major issues
with meteorological measurement on the Antarctic plateau:
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